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combobox has blank option selected, yet is filled with data I have an MS Access userform with 2
combo boxes filled with data from a query which is called when the form is opened. It will open and
fill the comboboxes with data. The first combo box is not populated at first, but when you select an
option the others are populated as expected. However, if the form opens and is initially closed, then
the next time it is opened the first combo box has blank selected. So if you select anything from that
first combo box, it makes no difference and the others drop down as expected. If the form closes and
the next time opens, the first combo box is blank again. This happens regardless of if the form is
opened or closed when the data is pulled. Its only happening with the first combo box. Any ideas?
I've tried opening form code with this and it isn't changing anything. Private Sub UserForm_Open()
With ds .Clear .OpenRecordset End With End Sub A: I don't know why it's happening but I've since
found a work around. I'm reading data into the form as needed and reading it out of the form when
you close the form. Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() If Me.Parent.Model![test] = "" Then
Me.Parent.Model![test] = Me.TestCombo.Column(1) End If End Sub Private Sub
UserForm_Terminate() If Me.Parent.Model![test] Me.TestCombo.Column(1) Then
Me.TestCombo.Column(1) = Me.Parent.Model![test] End If End Sub Anomalous chiroptical properties
of C60 and substituted metallocenes in a binary mixture. The chiroptical properties of the binary
mixture consisting of C
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